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is there a 5 speed manual tranny available that can bolt up to an fe stroker motor say 550 horsepower 550 ft lbs planning a
street stip car mostly street but has to be strong enough for a few trips to the track as coupster said you have two main
options 1 find all the necessary parts to install a top loader and 2 get a tko or tkx a t 5 can t take the torque of an fe the
first is expensive the bell housing is particularly difficult to find manual transmission there are 3 toyota manual
transmissions that will bolt up to and work with the 3 4l 5vz fe the first is the r150 that is found in models with the 3 0l
3vz e this transmission will bolt to the 3 4l using its own bell housing i cannot remember too much of a choice in options in
the 1964 for manual transmissions behind the big engine the overdrive usually was only allowed behind the six cylinders and
little v 8s and the three speed was standard hi everyone i really want to use a 1uz fe v8 in our next project but don t know a
lot about them is there a manual transmission that i can mate it find ford 6 4l 390 ford big block fe transmissions and get
free shipping on orders over 109 at summit racing to my knowledge it is not possible to install a zf ford 5 spd to your fe
engine the bellhousing is part of the tranny case and cannot be modified however there are kits available to install a np4500
dodge version 5 spd tranny on the fe engine this is a very popular upgrade what about the manual transmission they re a bit
more efficient and should be easier to adapt my thinking tells me that a 5 speed granny low with over drive should work well
and be easy to find but which ones might work has anybody done this before most likely and how did they do it shop ford fe v8
manual transmissions and get free shipping on orders over 149 at speedway motors talk to the experts call 800 979 0122 7am 10pm
cst everyday the nv4500 is a true truck transmission and will also need an adapter spacer plate it has a pto and granny 1st
gear you ll need a chrysler style speedo driven gear and adapter or a different style speedo cable upgrading an fe engine to
modern performance expectations is easy to do as we ve proven in the past couple issues with our formidable fe build series
shop 390 ford fe v8 tremec tkx series 5 speed manual transmission parts and get free shipping on orders over 99 at speedway
motors talk to the experts call 800 979 0122 7am 10pm everyday if you are only going to use it for farm work find a c6 4x4
trans in the fe pattern millions served so you should be able to find one from late 60s to 76 truck if you are talking manual
trans then a 4 speed truck trans will bolt to the 390 with the correct truck bell 2gr fe manual trans ecu 545 00 or 4 interest
free payments of 136 25 with afterpay these ecus are modified for use with a manual transmission specifically for swaps and
have the following changes note if this configuration or base ecu is not exactly what you re looking for please reach out via
the contact us link and ask before ordering here is a guide to manual transmissions in ford f series trucks top loaded heavy
duty 4 speed transmission with cast iron case and shift cover case casting number is 1301 synchronized in 2nd 3rd and 4th with
1st and reverse non synchronized available in 2 and 4wd drive versions if it were me i d go with a fe c6 and add a gear vendors
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od unit a stock c6 can handle 500hp easily and if you add the od unit now you have 6 gears essentially one down side to the c6
though it robs about 56hp as opposed to right around 35 for the c4 the e153 manual transmission was never mated to the next gen
3 3l v6 3mz fe starting in 2003 or the 3 5l 2gr fe starting in 2007 that said people do bolt them together in mr2 s most
notably but in a camry you d be left to custom make all the shift linkages motor mounts and sometimes axles for some reason
there is little info on doing a swap into a land cruiser with a manual transmission from what i ve read getting a 2uz fe to
work without the auto transmission behind it is difficult the later vvt and drive by wire throttle is another problem area as
well from what i can tell a manual transmission mt also known as manual gearbox standard transmission in canada the united
kingdom and the united states or stick shift in the united states is a multi speed motor vehicle transmission system where gear
changes require the driver to manually select the gears by operating a gear stick and clutch which is manual transmission mt
with a manual transmission the driver selects all gears manually using both a movable gear selector and a driver operated
clutch this type of transmission is also



5 speed recommendation 332 428 ford fe engine forum May 20 2024 is there a 5 speed manual tranny available that can bolt up to
an fe stroker motor say 550 horsepower 550 ft lbs planning a street stip car mostly street but has to be strong enough for a
few trips to the track
390 fe manual trans conversion vintage mustang forums Apr 19 2024 as coupster said you have two main options 1 find all the
necessary parts to install a top loader and 2 get a tko or tkx a t 5 can t take the torque of an fe the first is expensive the
bell housing is particularly difficult to find
3 4l 5vz fe conversion tech info off road solutions Mar 18 2024 manual transmission there are 3 toyota manual transmissions
that will bolt up to and work with the 3 4l 5vz fe the first is the r150 that is found in models with the 3 0l 3vz e this
transmission will bolt to the 3 4l using its own bell housing
big block manual transmission options ford muscle cars tech Feb 17 2024 i cannot remember too much of a choice in options in
the 1964 for manual transmissions behind the big engine the overdrive usually was only allowed behind the six cylinders and
little v 8s and the three speed was standard
1uz fe v8 manual transmission driftworks forum Jan 16 2024 hi everyone i really want to use a 1uz fe v8 in our next project but
don t know a lot about them is there a manual transmission that i can mate it
ford 6 4l 390 ford big block fe transmissions summit racing Dec 15 2023 find ford 6 4l 390 ford big block fe transmissions and
get free shipping on orders over 109 at summit racing
5 speed od manual trans to 390 fe possible ford truck Nov 14 2023 to my knowledge it is not possible to install a zf ford 5 spd
to your fe engine the bellhousing is part of the tranny case and cannot be modified however there are kits available to install
a np4500 dodge version 5 spd tranny on the fe engine this is a very popular upgrade
5 speed manual transmission to the fe block discussion Oct 13 2023 what about the manual transmission they re a bit more
efficient and should be easier to adapt my thinking tells me that a 5 speed granny low with over drive should work well and be
easy to find but which ones might work has anybody done this before most likely and how did they do it
ford fe v8 manual transmissions speedway motors Sep 12 2023 shop ford fe v8 manual transmissions and get free shipping on
orders over 149 at speedway motors talk to the experts call 800 979 0122 7am 10pm cst everyday
390 fe 5sp manual transmission swap ford trucks com Aug 11 2023 the nv4500 is a true truck transmission and will also need an
adapter spacer plate it has a pto and granny 1st gear you ll need a chrysler style speedo driven gear and adapter or a
different style speedo cable
a modern 4l60e trans backing a vintage ford fe engine Jul 10 2023 upgrading an fe engine to modern performance expectations is
easy to do as we ve proven in the past couple issues with our formidable fe build series
390 ford fe v8 tremec tkx series 5 speed manual transmission Jun 09 2023 shop 390 ford fe v8 tremec tkx series 5 speed manual
transmission parts and get free shipping on orders over 99 at speedway motors talk to the experts call 800 979 0122 7am 10pm
everyday



390 transmission options ford truck enthusiasts forums May 08 2023 if you are only going to use it for farm work find a c6 4x4
trans in the fe pattern millions served so you should be able to find one from late 60s to 76 truck if you are talking manual
trans then a 4 speed truck trans will bolt to the 390 with the correct truck bell
2gr fe manual trans ecu frankenstein motorworks Apr 07 2023 2gr fe manual trans ecu 545 00 or 4 interest free payments of 136
25 with afterpay these ecus are modified for use with a manual transmission specifically for swaps and have the following
changes note if this configuration or base ecu is not exactly what you re looking for please reach out via the contact us link
and ask before ordering
ford truck manual transmissions blue oval trucks Mar 06 2023 here is a guide to manual transmissions in ford f series trucks
top loaded heavy duty 4 speed transmission with cast iron case and shift cover case casting number is 1301 synchronized in 2nd
3rd and 4th with 1st and reverse non synchronized available in 2 and 4wd drive versions
what transmissions will hook up to a 390 ford truck fanatics Feb 05 2023 if it were me i d go with a fe c6 and add a gear
vendors od unit a stock c6 can handle 500hp easily and if you add the od unit now you have 6 gears essentially one down side to
the c6 though it robs about 56hp as opposed to right around 35 for the c4
1mz fe manual transmission swap toyota nation forum Jan 04 2023 the e153 manual transmission was never mated to the next gen 3
3l v6 3mz fe starting in 2003 or the 3 5l 2gr fe starting in 2007 that said people do bolt them together in mr2 s most notably
but in a camry you d be left to custom make all the shift linkages motor mounts and sometimes axles
2uz fe swap with manual tranny thoughts ih8mud forum Dec 03 2022 for some reason there is little info on doing a swap into a
land cruiser with a manual transmission from what i ve read getting a 2uz fe to work without the auto transmission behind it is
difficult the later vvt and drive by wire throttle is another problem area as well from what i can tell
manual transmission wikipedia Nov 02 2022 a manual transmission mt also known as manual gearbox standard transmission in canada
the united kingdom and the united states or stick shift in the united states is a multi speed motor vehicle transmission system
where gear changes require the driver to manually select the gears by operating a gear stick and clutch which is
what are the different types of transmissions Oct 01 2022 manual transmission mt with a manual transmission the driver selects
all gears manually using both a movable gear selector and a driver operated clutch this type of transmission is also
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